Smart Direct Mail
Direct mail isn’t dead, but it does need an upgrade. At Capture, we believe in direct mail that’s
smart, so we implement a targeted approach that delivers personalized mail pieces that will
have the most impact. Whether it’s a postcard, a letter, or a branded calendar, our Smart
Direct Mail services increase brand awareness while enticing students to respond.
Capture’s Smart Direct Mail includes full-service design, production, and mailing.
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micha herbst

Design
»» Pre-design consultation
»» Includes 2 rounds of revisions

DATE

Production
»» Generally takes 1 week from production
to mailing

Making the right college choice is one of the hardest decisions a young adult will make. For my daughter, Brooke,

To the family of <<student_name>>:
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP
Dear Parent,

her college search ended after a visit to Briar Cliff University. We were looking for an institution that provided three
core components: strong religious values, a degree in education, and a competitive soccer program. Briar Cliff
was able to provide each of these college selection requirements for us… at an affordable price! From a parent’s
standpoint, I really wanted Brooke to attend Briar Cliff University, but we knew it was her decision in the end. Sure,
as a parent I provided Brooke with insight and gave her direction on where to find the tools and resources to assist
when making this educated decision, just as my parents had done, but in the end it was Brooke’s decision to attend

Mailing
»» Mailing address appended from Search
Consulting services or from your data

•

Minimum quantity: 1,000

•

Strategic use of first-class postage

Briar Cliff and we are so confident she is in the right place.
Briar Cliff has provided me, as a parent, with peace of mind knowing that the support and guidance our daughter
receives on a day-to-day basis is as genuine as mine. When my daughter started her education at BCU, I emphasized
the importance of being involved on campus. The life skills and friendships she has gained while participating
in service projects, attending athletic events and practicing in professional work environments are all helping to
shape her future.
The campus culture is inclusive of all students, where each person is recognized and appreciated for their own
ADMISSION
OFFICE
335 Swensson
Lindsborg, KansaStreet
s 67456

merits and diverse thoughts. The faculty and staff at Briar Cliff value each student and offer encouragement for
success in the classroom. Students are exposed to a variety of practical, educational, and work experiences.
Briar Cliff is rich in unique history. The Franciscan values, on which the school was founded, continue to reinforce
the importance of faith and service in students’ lives.
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I am fortunate and blessed my daughter chose to attend Briar Cliff University. I know the life she is leading as a
BCU student will take her far in life’s journey. I invite you to learn more about Briar Cliff. Just go to PURL and log in
using your parent passcode: <<parent_passcode>>. Let Briar Cliff help shape your child’s future today!
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CLASSES.

According to the American Marketing Association,
over 90% of direct mail is viewed or opened on
the day it is received. Our direct mail is original,
creative, and personalized to cut through the clutter.

Benefits

Best Regards,

Micha Herbst

Bethany College is a home base
for those seeking excellence in
their character, in their work,
and in their world.

Direct mail generally provides a higher
response rate than digital marketing
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Increases brand awareness and
effectiveness of other campaigns

